Children's Literature
Jordan Raska from Williston-Elko
Jamie Foster from Bob Jones Academy
Tay Dandy from Southside
RaShun Barksdale from Hillcrest
Benjamin Nicholas from Bob Jones Academy
Kelsey Derrick from Mauldin
Josh Walsh from Hillcrest
Kristen Watts from Riverside
Angela Kao from Riverside
Edward Cummins from Mauldin
Rebecca Lane from Riverside
Jonathan Washington from Hillcrest

Prose
Caleb McQuaid from Bob Jones Academy
Marisa Markwardt from Mauldin
Jhilmil Dhulekar from Mauldin
Angela Kao from Riverside
Benjamin Leder from Riverside
Caleb Cox from Bob Jones Academy
Tay Dandy from Southside
Sterling Headley from Riverside
Michael Cruciger from Riverside
Giesela Lubecke from Hillcrest
Eeshwar Chandrasekar from Mauldin
Sara Lane from Riverside
Poetry
Justin Whitt from Southside
Shenay Shell from Southside
LeKendre Jackson from Southside
John Odumakinde from Hillcrest
Emma Galloway from Bob Jones Academy
Amy Li from Riverside
RaShun Barksdale from Hillcrest
Amanda Porter from Bob Jones Academy
Marisa Thompson from Bob Jones Academy
Sterling Headley from Riverside
Ainsley Hebert from Mauldin
Jon Reid from Bob Jones Academy

Student Congress
Mel Gaddy from Riverside
Ahlam Armaly from Mauldin
Aaron Gawrych from Mauldin
Tricia Lu from Christ Church Episcopal
Neha Parthasarathy from Governor School
Ryan Karrer from Southside
Tanay Arora from Mauldin

Impromptu
Humorous Interpretation
Regis Dendy from Hillcrest
Angelica Alfieri from Southside
Andre Sullivan from Southside
Michelle Chapman from Riverside
Charlene Hong from Riverside
Marisa Thompson from Bob Jones Academy
Tyler Smith from Hillcrest
Eric Wu from Southside
Jaimie Wilson from Bob Jones Academy
Matt Sotelo from Mauldin
Alex Cossio from Hillcrest
Gary Fan from Southside

Dramatic Interpretation
Rachel Boone from Mauldin
Kayla Dimarco from Mauldin
Tyler Smith from Hillcrest
Josh Walsh from Hillcrest
Benjamin Leder from Riverside
Brian Chou from Riverside
Valerie Guzik from Mauldin
Kelsey Derrick from Mauldin
Ricky Pulley from Southside
Kristen Watts from Riverside
Sarah Phillips from Porter Gaud
Shenay Shell from Southside

SF Alex Cossio from Hillcrest
SF Angelica Alfieri from Southside
SF Eric Wu from Southside
SF Jaimie Wilson from Bob Jones Academy
SF Matt Sotelo from Mauldin
SF Tyler Smith from Hillcrest
6 Marisa Thompson from Bob Jones Academy
5 Gary Fan from Southside
4 Charlene Hong from Riverside
3 Regis Dendy from Hillcrest
2 Michelle Chapman from Riverside
1 Andre Sullivan from Southside

SF Brian Chou from Riverside
SF Kayla Dimarco from Mauldin
SF Rachel Boone from Mauldin
SF Sarah Phillips from Porter Gaud
SF Tyler Smith from Hillcrest
SF Valerie Guzik from Mauldin
6 Kelsey Derrick from Mauldin
5 Ricky Pulley from Southside
4 Kristen Watts from Riverside
3 Shenay Shell from Southside
2 Josh Walsh from Hillcrest
1 Benjamin Leder from Riverside
**Duo Interpretation**

Lane/Lane from Riverside
Nicholas/Petersen from Bob Jones Academy
Monroe/Fuson from Mauldin
Boone/Chandrasekar from Mauldin
Grah/Beaudoin from Southside
Speach/Dendy from Hillcrest
Porter/Reid from Bob Jones Academy
Pulley/Sullivan from Southside
Volskay/Deshpande from Mauldin
Ridlehuber/Goodwin from Mauldin
Cotton/Bender from Hillcrest
Morris/Masterson from Hillcrest

**Original Oratory**

Charlene Hong from Riverside
Emma Galloway from Bob Jones Academy
Ellis Schoolfield from Bob Jones Academy
Shannon Theobald from Bob Jones Academy
Jackie Olinger from Bob Jones Academy
Drew Petersen from Bob Jones Academy
John Moon from Bob Jones Academy
Michelle Chapman from Riverside
Reina Shimozono from Southside
Gary Fan from Southside
Eileen Wang from Southside
Stefanie Nifenecker from Bob Jones Academy

**US Extemp**

Alicha Grubb from Bob Jones Academy
Abhi Pandya from Southside
Brian Chou from Riverside
Kaushal Vadhar from Southside
Joseph Annibale from Bishop England
Andy Hwang from Southside
International Extemp
Nathan Biyani from Southside
Amy Li from Riverside
Tim Stark from Bishop England
Anand Shah from Southside
Alyssa Thornton from Mauldin
Paavan Gami from Southside

Public Forum Debate
Kerwin/Nguyen from Mauldin
Dhaouahira/Kupferman from Porter Gaud
Marr/Brewer from Southside
Chandorkar/Nugent from Academic Magnet
Johnson/Lynch from Mauldin
Rezaeerod/Jenkins from Academic Magnet
Bell/Ning from Southside
Kulp/Lawrence from Academic Magnet

Novice LD Debate
Celeste Young from Bob Jones Academy
Runjhun Bhatia from Riverside
Valerie Myers from Bob Jones Academy
Cyrus Yang from Southside
Bryan Lu from Southside

Varsity LD Debate
Jon Ludwig from Bob Jones Academy
Josiah Wartak from Bob Jones Academy
Akshay Kumar from Southside
Matthew Connors from Mauldin
Brendan Kelley from Bob Jones Academy
Morgan Johnson from Mauldin
Patrick Hulehan from Bob Jones Academy
Emily Taylor from Mauldin

QF Chandorkar/Nugent from Academic Magnet
QF Dhaouahira/Kupferman from Porter Gaud
QF Kerwin/Nguyen from Mauldin
QF Kulp/Lawrence from Academic Magnet
SF Johnson/Lynch from Mauldin
SF Rezaeerod/Jenkins from Academic Magnet

QF Bryan Lu from Southside
QF Celeste Young from Bob Jones Academy
QF Cyrus Yang from Southside
QF Varun Gopal from Southside
SF Chase Kelley from Bob Jones Academy
SF Runjhun Bhatia from Riverside

QF Emily Taylor from Mauldin
QF Josiah Wartak from Bob Jones Academy
QF Matthew Connors from Mauldin
QF Morgan Johnson from Mauldin
SF Akshay Kumar from Southside
SF Brendan Kelley from Bob Jones Academy

SF Jon Ludwig from Bob Jones Academy

1 Patrick Hulehan from Bob Jones Academy

2 Jon Ludwig from Bob Jones Academy
1 Patrick Hulehan from Bob Jones Academy